
Instruction Sheet

How to use colours:
Pour the required quantity of color in a color palette ( Not provided in the kit ) with a brush. 
Now wet the sponge in water and squeeze it to drain out excess water. 
For Broad areas, dip this sponge directly in color and start coloring. 
For areas where you desire more precision, please use brush. 

Use of water:

Please note that MDF material should be kept away from water and moisture. Keep it 
packed in polybag till you are not using the kit. Also while using colors, you don't need to use 
water except to wet or clean the sponge or brush. In case if the colors are dry, you may pour 
some water in the tub and stir it. Do not use excess qty.   

Lets Begin with the stand: Suggested ratio for light  yellow shade is 1 PART yellow : 2 PARTS white.

squeeze to drain excess water Use sponge directly for 
coloring broad areas.

Decorative elements: Fabric trims, sequins, laces, 
shiny stones, google eyes, thermocol  e.t.c

Rubber bands 
for Locking

1) Colour the base stand 
with sponge. 

2) Repeat the proces for all 4 pcs.
Give sufcient time for air drying.

3) Start joining the pcs. as shown. Be careful not to apply extra pressure which can result into 
breakage. Do it Gently.  Pls note that all the 4 pcs would have nothces upwards.

Base ring:

1) Colour only on the periphery 
areas as shown. No need to color 
entire base.

2) Mount the base on stand as shown

Wet the sponge.

3) Tie Rubber bands for locking.

You may color area on the inside 
as well which would be visible after assembly
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Side Panels

Colour the side panels with sponge. You may use Blue color directly without any addition.

Character panels:

Suggested Color for character panels is light blue ( 3 Parts white: 1 part blue )

Allow a color to sufciently air dry before applying the next colour.

Once dry, draw Bold outlines with sketch pen

You may Apply Glitter to certain areas. Decorate with  fabric trims.

Broader areas with sponge Precise areas with brush

2 leaves + Flower + sequin
Decorate with sequins.

Colour The Top Disc and 4 Front MDF decor elements
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Base 
ring

Insert in the slot

Let’s Assemble: Do it gently to avoid any breakage.

Start inserting the 4 character panels in Base ring slots as shown . Tie a rubber at the bottom for locking.

Thermocol balls

Bow
Google Eyes

Google
 Eyes

sequinsstar
stone

sequin
lace

stone

3
stone

Leaves and ower

Final
Decorated 
Panels

See how fabric trims, sequins,
Sequin lace, Decor glitter stones,
Fabric Bow and star, thermocol 
balls have been used. 

See the 
curved area.
it should pass 

through the ring

Pass the top ring through the character panels. 

Fitting the 4 blue side panels:

Place the panels as shown. 

Make sure they pass through the slots of top and 
base rings.
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And there you go ! 
All the hard work nally pays off.

Here’s your master Piece !!!
Have a great crafting time.

Incase you have any queries, pls drop 
a mail to us on happykidz21@gmail.com

We are keen to continuously improve our 
products and services. pls mail us

your suggestions on the above mentioned
email id.
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Instructions for using the craft product with a bulb.

Pls note: This product is a toy. It does not contain any electrical parts or accesories. Its intended 
use is for craft and as a table decor. Its use with a bulb is only a suggested application and 
should be strictly done only under  adult supervision. While using it with any electrical 
accessory, do not use it as a toy. Please take all required precautions like using standard 
quality wires, bulbs and holders. Keep a check on temperature inside the lantern as in rare
case of lack of ventilation and sustained overheating can cause it to burn.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTION

Take a Holder with wire and plug, and one bulb of an normal room use wattage. The installation can be done after xing
the Base disc. Remaining steps remain just the same. 

Holder base

Holder Ring

Unscrew holder ring and pass the base of holder
through centre hole of base ring.

Now screw the ring of holder so that the holder ts
properly and does not move.

Once ready, light it up. The look would be better when other 
light sources are turned off. Please monitor safety of electrical 
connection and temperature of lantern to prevent any
overheating. Do not leave it unattended when used with a bulb.

Thanks for purchasing a Happy Kidz product !  
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